
 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Welcome to BeasyTrans Systems! 

 

We are so excited to introduce you to a whole new world of transfer systems and wheelchair accessories.  

With our premium “no-lift” transfer systems, caregivers can assist instead of lifting, pulling or twisting, 

which commonly causes serious injuries to caregivers and patients.  The unique gliding, rotating seat 

allows all the weight and friction of the transfer to go on the seat, not the patient’s tender skin and 

bones.  Consistent, safe transfers will eliminate stress and encourage patients to get out and do things 

they thought they would never do again. 

Beasy has been bringing better transfer options to people for over 20 years.   Our products are all made 

in the U.S.A. and sold with pride from our small company in east central Minnesota.  Our staff finishes, 

inspects and packs each product with care.  We sell a good portion of our products through our 

phenomenal dealer network.  Each company that sells Beasy products knows their customers will get the 

highest quality products and service each and every time they order. 

Because everyone’s medical needs are different, we offer three models of premium transfer boards.  You 

can look on our website under “Tips and Training” to see a video that will show you exactly how easy our 

transfer boards work.  You will be amazed at how safe transfers can be.  There are also times when a 

gliding transfer board will not work for a patient, so we also carry a new line of standard plastic transfer 

boards to fit their needs.   

We understand that medical conditions can come upon families quickly, and can be stressful.  When you 

call Beasy, you get a real person.  Our goal is to find the right products to suit your individual needs, and 

we will be there when you call, to help in any way we can.  We are happy to help without lengthy sales 

pitches. 

Visit our website at www.beasyboards.com.  We know you will be impressed! 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Rogstad, 

Director of Operations 

 

 

BeasyTrans Systems, Inc. 

6421 364th Street, North Branch, MN  55056 

651-674-0212/833-466-4376 

 

http://www.beasyboards.com/


 
 

     #4200 Large/#4200S Small         

   Beasy Gait Belt               

  

        

  
 

     
 

 

  

 

  

            #1120 Carrying Case                 #1220 Carrying Case              #1320 Carrying Case 

               for Beasy Trans                               for BeasyII                   for Beasy Glyder 

             #1125 with straps    #1230 with straps   #1330 with straps 

#1520 

Deluxe 

Wheelchair 

Bag 

Holds two 

boards 

To find a product sold by a Beasy Dealer, go to www.beasyboards.com and click on “Dealer Locator.”  This will allow 

you to find a dealer near you!  If you have any questions, please feel free to contact our Beasy team for product or 

dealer information.  Prices and return policies may vary. 

Premium gliding transfer systems allow you to safely transfer from surface to surface with no-lifting.  With our no-

lift systems, the weight and friction of the transfer goes on the gliding, rotating seat, not on tender skin or bones.  

Each board is made of the highest quality nylon based plastic materials that can support up to 400 lbs. 

Carrying Cases keep your transfer board clean and make them easy to carry.  We have standard carrying cases 

available, or we have an option with adjustable straps to turn your carrying case into a wheelchair bag!  Just untuck 

the straps from the pocket on the back and slip them over the handles on your wheelchair.   

 

 

 

                        #1100               #1200                #1300 

        40” Original Beasy Trans          28” BeasyII                32” Beasy Glyder 

                        7.5 lbs.                5 lbs.             5 lbs. 

#1430 

Wheelchair 

Accessory Bag 

#4300 

Standard Cushion 

#4350 with Velcro 

Beasy Transfer Systems 

http://www.beasyboards.com/


 
 

 

 

  
  
        

 

  

In some circumstances, a premium gliding board will not work for a patient.  We provide standard transfer boards 

made of HDPE plastic to fulfill everyone’s needs.  The weight limit is 500lbs. for our #2100 model and 350 lbs. for our 

other models.  They are easily sanitized with any cleaner safe for plastic.  Not shown:  #2300 35” Easy Grasp and the 

#2400 Basic 28”.   

      #2100 Specialty                     #2200                            #2600 

     Bathroom Board                Easy Grasp                               Beasy Curved 

      27.5” x 17” x .5”              35” x 8” x .5”               31” x 9.75” x .5” 

             

Wheelchairs can be much more comfortable with a soft cushion.  We not only have soft 3” foam cushions, we have 

fun colors for those who like some color in their life!  Dimensions:  18” x 16”.25” x 3.5” 

 

 

 

           #4500         #4510                #4520          #4530 

      Classic Black      Elephants                 Floral          Horses 

 

Beasy Standard Transfer Systems 

Transfer boards made of hard material, such as hard wood or plastic, may tend to slide.  Using a Beasy No-Slip pad 

in between surfaces can eliminate sliding, especially on the toilet seat.  The No-Slip pad can also keep a patient 

from sliding before the seat on Beasy premium transfer systems when it is placed between the seat and the 

patient if they have slippery clothing or wet skin.   

 

#1410 

10” Diameter 

Beasy Wheelchair Cushions 

www.beasyboards.com 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Beatrice Brantman was a happily married housewife and mother of eleven 

children.  In 1989, she was diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma, a very rare type of 

bone marrow cancer, which paralyzed her from the waist down.  As her husband 

visited her in the hospital, he noticed that caregivers were having a difficult time 

moving her.  He wondered if there would be a device that could help reduce the 

amount of lifting, pulling and tugging for patients unable to help transfer 

themselves.  Robert began by making a sketch of a board with a seat that would 

bear the pressure of the patient and glide them across, saving their sensitive skin 

and their caregiver’s chance for injury.  Beatrice sadly passed in 1990, but her 

husband did not give up his endeavor that would help so many people in the 

future.  

  

Robert’s sketch of this extraordinary board that allowed caregivers to easily slide 

patients from one end of the board to the other, would soon become a reality.  

Working with engineers, product designers and friends, blueprints were drawn 

up, molds assembled and studies were conducted.  These studies would lead 

them to find a plastic polymer material they knew was state-of-the-art and could 

not be surpassed.  Robert Brantman was now an inventor.   In 1990, the 

BeasyTrans System Original 40” premium transfer board was produced.  Since 

that time, two more models would be born – the Beasy II, a smaller version of its 

predecessor, and the Beasy Glyder, a crescent shaped model that could help 

transfer around obstacles and facilitate the caregivers natural transfer motions.   

  

Beasy Boards continue to safely provide consistent and dignified transfers and 

encourage people all over the world to get out and do things they thought they 

would never do again.  

 

 

 

The History of the BeasyTrans System  
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